
Considering the two creation myths which one is more persuasive and why? 
 

In my opinion, “Hesiod's Works and Days” theory is more persuasive because of the significance of being 
granted on Earth. Instead, the silver generation had no right to fulfil the luxuries given on Earth as they 
turned their back on mankind because of the ideology of their creation. This was because they abused the 
gratification in the transition of dawning into manhood, millennial after millennial crossing the fine line of 
being trusted and being disowned with continuous growing greed. This proposes the evident turmoil and 
destruction leading to eternal exile.  
 
On the other hand the Euripides theory contrasts the idea that Hermes strikes the gods as somebody 
blessed enough to grow up in a conscious environment with the gods around him that know about the 
struggle for liberation and in turn they provide him with a perspective and awareness to know what they 
have to do to get free. Withholding the  frustration that fills the Earth that comes from the fact that so many 
people don't see behind the bigger picture. How is Creusa going to leave and abandon her child? When the 
very same people need her answers on how to become free in the future. This is because Hermes' freedom 
is portrayed like trees. You can not grow a forest overnight. You start slowly planting your seed to 
understand the nurturing and love needed so societal lessons are taught.what is the point of preaching your 
message to those who already believe in your teachings ? It would have been more effective to treat the 
child as an individual, not a human to objectify instead the child could have received the time, love and 
patience needed to grow. This would have been an inevitable stagnant change as the Greek Gods have 
not seen it before. Instead of buying your way out of the societal hierarchy of Greek Gods and the problems 
and situations to fight for what you believe in, Creusa should have thought about the pursuit to make life 
better for her and her baby instead of betraying the very same people that look at her as a hero of the gods. 
The silver generation wastef their lives when given an opportunity to think of new innovative ways to 
change and reform the world.Instead used their perspectives and ideas selfishy with malicious thinking to 
show the importance that we are better than an individual . 
 
Both theories are very convincing but Hesiod’s Works and Days theory stands out by the compelling drive 
for ambition  that was needed through the Greek Gods' decisions and journey through life as a whole. Does 
the Earth need to be divided by generation or even different understanding or opinion?  
 


